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The Z Accelerator is a fast pulse power facility capable of performinghigh-pressurestudies
of the dynamic response of materials under loading conditions unachievable with other
methods. A variety of advancedlaser diagnosticshave been implementedon the facility for
shock physics experiments. These includemultipoint laser velocity interferometry,line and
full field velocity interferometry,time-resolvedoptical and uv spectroscopy,and both active
and passive shock breakout.

1 Introduction

, Validation of material models in a variety of scientific and technological applications requires

accurate data of high-pressure thermodynamic and mechanical properties. Traditional laboratory

techniques for making these measurements involve light gas guns “to generate the required

thermodynamic states, and the use of high-resolution time-resolved dia=gostics to measure the

desired material properties. EOS and constitutive material properties of importance include

high-pressure Hugoniot curves and off-Hugoniot properties, such as material strength and

isentropic compression and decompression].

Conventional light gas guns are limited to impact pressures of about 7 Mbar in high-

irnpedance materials. Pulsed radiation sources, such as high-intensity lasers, significantly extend

the accessible pressures and are becoming accepted methods for meeting the needs of material

models in regimes inaccessible by gas guns. A present limitation of these new approaches is that

samples must necessarily be small, typically a few tens of microns in thickness. This severely

limits the accuracy of EOS measurements that can be made and also the ability to perform a

variety of off-Hugoniot measurements. However, recent advances in z-pinch techniques for

high-pressure material response studies provide potential opportunities for achieving accuracies

comparable with gas guns because of the significantly larger samples that can ,be studied.

Sample thicknesses approaching 1 mm are possible with advances presently being made in this

‘technology. These sample dimensions are comparable to those used with gas guns so that EOS

accuracies similar to gas ~~ns should be possible. .
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With Z Accelerator ablatively-driven multi-Mbar shocks can be produced to study

materials over the range of interest to scientific and applied programs. To achieve the goal of

accurate, high time-resolution shock measurements, shock physics diagnostics previously

developed for use on light gas guns have been transferred to the radiation environment of Z. The

principal laser diagnostic has been the ~elocity ~terferometer &stem for My ~eflecto~

(VISAR) which has been used to shock pressures exceeding 4 Mbar and velocities of shocked

surfaces exceeding 20 Icm/s. The system has also been used to measure the particle velocity

distribution along a specific dimension in a shocked material, thus providing information on non-

planar motions in the shocked state. Issues involved in the use of velocity interferometry in this

environment involve the effects of radiation and pressure on optical windows used to transmit

shock waves, effects of radiation on the optical transmission of optical fibers and the reflectivity

of surfaces subjected to intense shock loading. These issues have been successfully dealt within

the shock physics program on Z, resulting in high quality shock data that are now being

obtained.

In this paper, the experimental contigurat,ion for producing shock waves on the Z

accelerator is presented, including a description of the VISAR and new spatially imaetig VISAR

techniques and also recent shock results on aluminium obtained on the Z Accelerator.

2 Shock Experiments on Z

2.1 Experimental Configuration

Radiation on the Z Accelerator is produced when approximately 20 Megamps of current pass

through a cylindrical wire array typically 20-50 mm in diameter and 10-20 mm in height. The

cylinder of 8- to 20-~m wires of tungsten or a similar material consequently forms a plasma shell

which is magnetically imploded until it collapses on axis, forming a dense plasma emitter in the

shape of a column, referred to as the “Z-Pinch”3

The initial wire array and subsequent plasma pinch are housed with a metallic enclosure

which serves as both a current return path and a reflective surface to contain the radiation. This

enclosure is referred to as a primary hohlraum. Attached to openings in the primary hohlraum

wall are smaller tubes referred to as secondary hohlraums. Multiple secondary hohlraums can be

field on most experiments and are the typical location for mounting EOS samples. A standard

experimental configuration for a shock physics experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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It is assumed in Z-pinch experiments that the radiation flux at the entrance to each

secondary is identical for a centered pinch, as long as the secondaries are placed symmetrically

around the primary. It is also assumed that the flux at the far end of each secondary is the same

L@ Window

~ Aluminum Sample

----

Primary Hohi-wns Holkms
Temperausc
DmgnOstic

Fig. 1:A standard experimentalconllgurationfor performingEOS studieson the SandiaZ Accelerator.

when the geometries are equivalent., These assumptions allow for the experimental package

located at the end of each secondary to provide a measurement that can be correlated to

information gathered from the others. For instance, shock velocity measurement obtained on

one secondary cah be combined with a particle veloci~ measurement located on another to

provide an absolute Hugoniot point for the material of interest. It is also assumed that the

sample lo-cated at the end of the secondary tube is not preheated by early radiation produced ‘.

during the pinch formation. This requires use of a material such as plastic bum-through foils

shown in Figure 1 to eliminate preheating effects due to early radiation flux on the sample.

Another requirement for accurate EOS measurements is that the pressure be uniformly applied

over the loading surface of the sample, typically the pressure should be constant to within 0.5%

over a 3-mm diameter of the sample. To verify the assumptions used in data analysis and to

obtain the appropriate shock measurements, velocity interferometry has been an indispensable

tool. .

2.2 VISAR Measurements

Obtaining an absolute Hugoniot data point using the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions requires

measuring two of the five unknown parameters in equations derived from conservation of mass,

momentum and ener=~ across a shock front. The two we have chosen to define for the present

experiments on Z are shock velocity and particle velocity. Measurements of time-resolved
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particle velocity in both plate impact studies on guns and ablatively loaded samples on Z can be

made with a VISAR, using the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 2.

VISAR
h Alignmentprobe

m

Cap

.

3[
Secondary
Hohlraum

Hohlraum Configuration

Sample,Thickness1
Windows /

Sample Configuration

Fig. 2: Typical equation of state experimental configurationused on 2 for measurements of particle
velocity with VISAR.The probes are not centered on the steps becausecalculationsshow the wave to be
uniform only over a central region of the sample.

The sample assembly consists of the sample itself, typically a 6-mm diameter disk a few

hundred micrometers in thickness directly exposed to the radiation flux from the pinch. A thin

disk of single crystal, <100> direction, is bonded to the back surface of the sample. The bonded

surface is coated with a l-pm layer of aluminum to provide a high-quality reflecting surface.

The wind~w is bonded to the sample using a thinned, fast cure epoxy with a typical bond

thickness of about 5 pm.

The coherent, single frequency laser signal is coupled to the target sample using a simple

fiber optic probe arrangement as shown in Figure 3. The basic probe arrangement as shown in

Figure 3. Three 200-~m silica fibers approximately 3 meters long are grouped, with one end

potted into a piece of stainless steel tubing approximately 25 mm in length and 1 mm in

diameter. The potted end of the assembly is polished and the other end fitted with standard ST

fiber optic connectors for interfacing to a fiber patch panel. The probe is located relative to the

sample using a brass alignment cap. The standard distance between the sample and probe end is

approximately 0.5 mm for a free surface velocity measurement, resulting in an illuminated spot .

size on the sample surface of approximately 300 pm. The probe is typically in contact with the

l-mm thick window when release behavior is being investigated, which results in a spot size of

approximately 400 pm at the window/sample interface.

A schematic of the VISAR instrument is shown in Fi=wre 4. A monochromatic light

source is used to illuminate the sample surface through a lens system or directly from the end of
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a fiber optic cable. For a lens system the focused spot size is typically less than 100 pm. For a

lensless system using direct fiber coupling, it is about 300-400 pm. The signal reflected from the

Fiberoptic Polishedend
cables\ /

Input

outputs

StainlessSteeltubing
.

Fig. 3: The standardfiber opticprobe used to send and collect laser light from a surfacein Z applications.

shocked surface is made incident into a wide-angle Michelson interferometer with additional

glass etalons in one of the delay legs. Because of the difference in delay times, z, between the

two legs, a beat frequency is obtained in the superposed beams which is proportional to the

acceleration of the moving surface. The resulting fringe count produced in the superposed siemal

is thus directly proportional to the velocity of the surface through the relation

u(t) = (1)
..-

where k is the wavelength of the light used, 532 mn in the present experiments, z is the net delay

time of the interferometer, about 25-100 ps in the present experiments, 1 + /N/v is the correction

for refractive index changes in shocked transparent materials, and 5 is the correction for

wavelength dispersion in the silica etalons used in the interferometer, 0.034 for the wavelength

used in these experiments.

To date, nearly all of the shock work performed on the Z accelerator has been done using

conventional VISAR and active shock break-out diagnostics: In this presentation, we discuss

recent developments in which we have added to the diagnostic capability in pulsed-power driven

shock wave experiments to include line-imagining VISAR and spectrally and temporally

resolved optical spectroscopy.

2,3 Line VISAR measurements

With slight modification, an optically recording velocity interferometer system (ORVIS)

can be operated in a line-imaging configuration. “Such a confi~qration allows one to record
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spatially resolved particle velocity vs. time information with high time resolution (sub-

nanosecond) and high spatial resolution (sub-micron to sub-millimeter). This versatile technique
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Fig. 4: Optical layout for the VISAR systemused to record the particle velocity over a small spot size on
a reflecting sample.

can be used to (i) characterize both the spatial and temporal uniformity of the pressure drive

obtained from pulsed-power, Z-pinch hohlraums, (ii) perform both shock and particle velocity

measurements in equation of state (EOS) experiments using stepped or wedged targets, and (iii)

perform studies of instability formation and growth associated with Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.

In 1995, Baumung et al.4 described a simplified design for a high-resolution, line-imaging

interferometer with modest requirements for the continuous wave laser source “(-1 W). Recently,

we have utilized similar approaches in adapting the conventional optically recording velocity

interferometer system (ORVIS) conllgurations to fine-scale, spatially resolved measurements.

Results from a preliminary exploration of these techniques have been reported previously (9). In

this paper, we discuss additional interesting modifications to the ORViS optical design and
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briefly describe methods

designed and packaged

loading experiments.

for fringe data reduction and analysis. A line-imaging ORVIS has been

for evaluation and use in well-controlled, well-characterized shock

A techniques for generating line-imaging ORVIS is shown in Fig. 5. Coherent light from

the source laser is directed through a small hole in a turning mirror and then focused onto the

target of interest. Diffusely reflected light from the target is collected and roughly collimated by

the focusing lens; the collimated beam reflects off the turning mirror and is reduced in diameter

by down-collimating telescope’ optics. The resulting beam is split into two equal-intensity

components by the beamsplitter, one of which serves as a reference leg. The second leg passes

through a variable-length fused silica cylinder. This component imparts a time delay

(proportional to cylinder length) in the second beam. Observed motion of the interference fringes

generated by beam recombination (with mirrors tilted so as to produce a “straight-line” pattern)

is directly proportional to target velocity. This motion can be recorded by a high-speed streak

camera. The focusing lens and telescope optics can be adjusted to produce a ma=tified image of

the target at the recombination plane (i.e., the location of best fringe contrast); in this mode, local

variations in target surface velocity are reflected in corresponding local translations of the

superimposed fringe field. Facile control of image size and spatial resolution can be achieved via

suitable variations in the relative angles and spacing of the interferometer mirrors as well as the

spacing and focal lengths of the imaging optics.

Baumung et al.’ demonstrated that the target illumination can be confined to a thin line..-
segment by placing a cylindrical lens of suitable focal length in the source laser path ahead of the

turning mirror aperture. Alternatively, one can place a sphericai lens in this position and expand

as desired the illumination area on target. A line image for streak camera recording can still be

produced in this mode by placing a rectangular aperture of desired width near the

image/recombination plane. We have also explored a powerful new technique that utilizes a

redundant set of fringes (see Fig. 5). A fast-gating (<3 ns) intensifier/CCD is used to capture a
.

stop-motion image of the full fringe field at one point in time. In addition to producing data that

can be used to generate. a 2-D map of target surface velocity at one instant, this technique

provides an informative diagnostic for the behavior of the ORVIS fringes.

Much of the initial evaluation of these techriiques and the’associated data reduction has

utilized a test platform for laser-driven flyer generation. The rapid (ns timescale) accelerations

and fine-scale (<10 pm) spatial features (e.g., nonplanarity, growth of perturbations due to drive

instabilities) provide im excellent sampling testbed for ~sessing the capabilities of these
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diagnostic methods. The relevant details of the laser-driven flyer apparatus have been described

previously.

Ffmr>( Rru 11. . . ..-. . ...*

Imagesfrom
L&cr-DrivenFlyerLaunch:

IWdCOnnedor ::.=:,’:;:$

Dri\ing Laser

Fig. 5: Schematic of experimental configurationfor
fringe field.,.-

Time —

line-imaatig ORVIS and stop-motion imaging of

To exploit the information associated with each recorded ftinge in line-imaging ORVIS

data, it is necessary to develop a suitable method for image analysis. Baumung et al. described

an approach that extracts the intensity modulation along lines parallel to the streak camera time

axis (cf. Fig. 5). The simplest implementation of this reduction method generates components

that are, in effect, quadrature coded using intensity “lineouts” along a fringe center and at 1/4 the

distance to the center of a neighboring fringe. Velocity-time data can be obtained by processing

these records with standard VISAR analysis software.

For initial evaluation of the line-imaging ORVIS, we used a well-chzuacterized symmetric

impact configuration in which a 3.25-mm-thick disc of fused silica (backed by carbon foam on

an aluminum projectile) impacted a second 5-mm-thick sample of fused silica. Line-imaging

ORVIS and VISAR measurements of the “free surface velocity” at the distal face of the target

were obtained. For a given impact velocity, the wave profile arriving at this surface can be

predicted with high accuracy. The known velocity-time response includes a ramp wave that
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peaks (after a predictable rise time) to a value matching that of the impact velocity, followed by

a rapid unloading that occurs at a time dictated by the sample geometry. Results for one test at an

impact velocity of 0.25 km-s-*are shown in Fig. 6. Spatial variations in the velocity-time profile

are expected to be negligible in this configuration; however, significant variations in processing

of the “raw” ORVIS data. Much of this effect was traced to systematic oscillations in the

detector response (also clearly observed in baseline traces). The reduced ORVIS data in Fig. 6

reflect a correction for this effect as incorporated into the analysis routines.

Other laser diagnostics techniques operational on the Z Accelerator include active shock

breakout in which the decrease in reflected laser light from a shocked surface is used to detect

shock arrival and optical spectroscopy which is used to determine shock breakout from passive

emission and also to evaluate the thermal states of shocked materials. These techniques have

been described elsewhere and will not be discussed in the present paper’. The combined laser

techniques are now being implemented on Z for performing accurate EOS measurements.

3 Application to the EOS of shocked Aluminum

A major goal of the preliminary EOS experiments on the Z Accelerator was to demonstrate the

ability to reproduced well-established shock EOS data. For this purpose the equation of state of

aluminum was measured over the pressure range where it had been previously measured with

high accuracy using light gas gunss to pressures about three times higher. Experiments were

conducte-d on Z over a pressure range from about 1.5 Mbar to over 5 Mbar to overlap with the

existing gas gun Hugoniot data and therefore establish the accuracy of EOS capabilities on Z.

The results of five experiments are presented in Fig. 7. The first two (Z259 and Z260) employed

the hohlraum contlguration shown in Fig. 7. In these experiments, three independent shock

velocity and two independent particle veloci~ measurements were obtained on 1100 Al alloy;

details of the experiments are published elsewhere’.

The second two aluminum experiments (Z270 and Z271) used a less conservative the

velocity profiles on similar step thicknesses for both VISAR and SBO measurements and using

the average UPbetween steps. An alternate method was to measure UP on a single step

corresponding” to an average thickness of the SBO plate heights. (Z270, Z271, Z412). In this

case, UPwas obtained by taking an average particle velocity over the initial 10 ns of the shocked

state. This portion of the wave correlates to the time required for the shock to propagate across

the stepped plate used to measure shock velocity.
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From the measured quantities for shock velocity (U,) and particle velocity (UP),Hugoniot

pressure can be calculated using the relationl P=pOU,uP.Results are plotted in the pressure-

.
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Fig. 6: Line-imagkg ORVISresults
reduced velocity-timedata.

I I

from fused silica symmetricimpact experiment: (a) image data (b)

particle velocity and the shock velocity- particle velocity planes in Fig. 7. As can be seen, our

results are in reasoriable agreement with extrapolations of established Hugoniot results from flat

plate impact experiments.
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Fig. 7: Hugoniotdata for aluminumobtainedon Z.
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Although the preliminary Hugoniot results obtained on aluminum with the z-pinch

technique are encouraging, two critical issues need to be resolved before more accurate EOS

data can be obtained with this technique. One is the temporal nature of the ablation drive. The

attenuating shock waves illustrated in Fig. 8 indicate a non-constant pressure drive. For good

EOS accuracy, the input pressure should be constant to less than 1% for times of at least 20 ns.

This allows sample thicknesses approaching 1 mm and resulting transit times that should result

in 1% accurate shock velocity data. The other issue is that the drive pressure should be constant

to about 0.5% over a lateral dimension of 2-3 mm. Work is in progress to achieve both of these

objectives’.
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Fig. 8: MeasuredVISARwaveprofilesfor Z260, Z270, Z271, and Z412.
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4 Summary

This paper provides a brief review of research in progress to develop the capability for using the

Z Accelerator to perform shock physics studies. A variety of advanced laser diagnostics have

been implemented on the accelerator which enable accurate shock wave data to pressures

exceeding those achievable with conventional gas gun techniques. Preliminary Hugoniot data

have been obtained using a z-pinch ablation drive to determine the Hugoniot of aluminum to

shock pressures of about 5 mar. These data are in reasonably agreement with published data

obtained with gas guns. Experiments are in progress to improve the accuracy of Hugoniot

measurements on Z by developing a more spatially uniform, pressure drive lasting about 20 ns in

shock EOS experiments. The VISAR and spatially imaging ORVIS discussed in this paper will

be crucial for evaluating the drive conditions riecessary to achieve these goals. These results will

be published in the future.
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